Custom Pro

The Custom Pro is a low profile, wide body, wheeled carrier vertical headrail system which is robust, reliable, virtually
maintenance free and will ensure problem free operation for many years to come. The Custom Pro offers many key features which
ensure that it is resistant to abuse, easy to repair and perfectly suited to any environment.
Benefits of the Custom Pro
Minimum Stack
Uniform Spacing of Vanes
No Misaligned Vanes
Complete Closure of Vanes
Unobtrusive
Effortless Operation
Carrier Trucks Will Not Go Brittle
Versatile
Quick and Easy Replacement of Broken Carrier Truck Pegs

slimmer carrier trucks (25% less than normal systems)
adjustable spacer links
self-aligning carrier trucks
190° rotation of carrier truck peg
low profile
wheeled carrier trucks
U.V. resistant materials
available with hook or peg type carriers
in situ removable peg

Removable Hooks
The Custom Pro vertical headrail system has carrier trucks which have removable hooks which can be
changed without the need to dismantle the headrail. If a hook should become damaged it can be replaced with
the blind in situ. This prevents the inconvenience of the blind having to be removed from site and results in a
saving of both time and money
Mono Control Wand Option
The Custom Pro vertical headrail system is also available with an option of Mono Control Wand operation which
removes the need for cord and chain controls as the wand is used to both draw the blind across and tilt the vanes. This
makes it ideal for environments where the control cords and chains are likely to be a hazard or easily damaged.
5 Year Guarantee
The Custom Pro vertical headrail system is manufactured in our own factory to the highest standards using quality
components to ensure that it will withstand the rigours of any environment and we are so confident of the quality of the Custom
Pro headrail system that we offer a 5 year guarantee against any defective parts or workmanship to ensure that blinds will not
become a future problem for you to worry about
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